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1: Generation X: America's neglected 'middle child' | Pew Research Center
The Gen X cohort was another year group, but the boomers had a year range and the silent generation an year range.
Picking a cutoff year is complicated, of course, as groups change over time.

Getty Images The current workforce is largely comprised of three generations: The boomers are
retirement-ready and the millennials are just getting warmed up. Today, many of us manage or lead teams of
millennials. However, with an important mindset shift, we can save our careers and a lot of frustration.
Believing that what got you here will get you there. Do good work and wait to be noticed. In a flatter, more
fluid organization, you have to figure out what work you do well and find or create your own opportunities to
do it. Clinging to the notion of "time in grade. Older generations believe putting in the years is essential to
gaining the experience and perspective needed to lead. However, they obviously believe this because it puts
them at an advantage. So, we fight about it. Today, the willingness to learn and take responsibility trumps
"time in grade. Many of our more senior mentors and colleagues are retiring. Their "usefulness" to us is
waning. To keep a full, relevant network, you need to be continuously refreshing your connections -regardless of their age or current position. Avoiding emerging communication platforms. You then need to be
selective about joining or not the conversations that matter most to your colleagues and customers. Dismissing
the existence of racial biases in your organization or industry. We all have unconscious biases. You can
actively take steps today to increase your future career and leadership opportunities. Failing to take action and
change with the times will limit your professional future. Nov 15, More from Inc.
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2: What is Generation X? (with pictures)
Gen X: Gen X was born between - and are currently between years old (82 million people in U.S.) Gen Y: Gen Y, or
Millennials, were born between and They are currently between years old.

Tales for an Accelerated Culture. The term "Generation X" has been used at various times throughout history
to describe alienated youth. In the s, Hungarian photographer Robert Capa used Generation X as the title for a
photo-essay about young men and women growing up immediately following World War II. The "X" refers to
an unknown variable or to a desire not to be defined. Research from MetLife , examining the boomers, split
their cohort into "older boomers", which they defined as born between and , and "younger boomers", which
they defined as born between and They found much of the cultural identity of the baby-boomer generation is
associated with the "older boomers", while half of the "younger boomers" were averse to being associated
with the baby-boomer cohort and a third of those born between and actively identified as members of
Generation X. Howe says that while many demographers use as a start date for Generation X, this is a
statement about fertility in the population birth-rates which began declining in , declined more sharply
following and fails to take into consideration the shared history and cultural identity of the individuals. Strauss
and Howe define Generation X as those born between and How to Profit from the Coming Demographic
Shift. Gen X , the "Gen X tribe" consisted of individuals born between and At the time it was published they
wrote that there are approximately However, increased immigration partially offset declining birth rates and
contributed to making Generation X an ethnically and culturally diverse demographic cohort. Abort, Retry,
Ignore, Fail? Thomas also discussed how divorce was different during the Gen X childhood, with the child
having a limited or severed relationship with one parent following divorce, often the father, due to differing
societal and legal expectations. In the s, only 9 U. S states allowed for joint custody of children, which has
since been adopted by all 50 states following a push for joint custody during the mids. Latchkey children
became common among all socioeconomic demographics, but were particularly common among middle and
upper class children. The higher the educational attainment of the parents, the higher the odds the children of
this time would be latchkey children, due to increased maternal participation in the workforce at a time before
childcare options outside the home were widely available. They were described in a marketing report by
Specialty Retail as the kids who "lived the civil rights movement. One in five American children grew up in
poverty during this time. These programs for the elderly were not tied to economic need. Congressman David
Durenberger criticized this political situation, stating that while programs for poor children and for young
families were cut, the government provided "free health care to elderly millionaires". Drug turf battles
increased violent crime, and crack addiction impacted communities and families. Between and , the homicide
rate for black males aged 14 to 17 doubled in the US, and the homicide rate for black males aged 18 to 24
increased almost as much. The crack epidemic had a destabilizing impact on families with an increase in the
number of children in foster care. By , an estimated one to two million Americans were HIV positive. As the
virus spread, at a time before effective treatments were available, a public panic ensued. Sex education
programs in schools were adapted to address the AIDS epidemic which taught Gen X students that sex could
kill you. A MetLife report noted: Such stereotypes prompted sociological research at Stanford University to
study the accuracy of the characterization of Gen X young adults as cynical and disaffected. Using the national
General Social Survey , the researchers compared answers to identical survey questions asked of
18â€”year-olds in three different time periods. Additionally, they compared how older adults answered the
same survey questions over time. The surveys showed 18â€”year-old Gen Xers did exhibit higher levels of
cynicism and disaffection than previous cohorts of 18â€”year-olds surveyed; however, they also found that
cynicism and disaffection had increased among all age groups surveyed over time, not just young adults,
making this a period effect, not a cohort effect. In other words, adults of all ages were more cynical and
disaffected in the s, not just Generation X. In , The New York Times dubbed them "Generation ", describing
them as the "once pitied but now envied group of self-employed workers whose income is reported to the
Internal Revenue Service not on a W-2 form , but on Form ". The firefighters and police responding to the
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attacks were predominantly Generation Xers. Additionally, the leaders of the passenger revolt on United
Airlines Flight 93 were predominantly Gen Xers. Google , Wikipedia , Amazon. In the book, Gordinier
contrasts Gen Xers to Baby Boomers, saying Boomers tend to trumpet their accomplishments more than Gen
Xers do, creating what he describes as "elaborate mythologies" around their achievements. Gordiner cites
Steve Jobs as an example, while Gen Xers, he argues, are more likely to "just quietly do their thing". The
study asked questions such as "Thinking about all aspects of your life, how happy are you? If zero means that
you are very unhappy and 10 means that you are very happy, please rate your happiness. Only four percent of
Generation X adults indicated a great deal of unhappiness a score of three or lower. Twenty-nine percent of
Generation X adults were very happy with a score of 9 or 10 on the scale. Howe argues that Gen Xers are not
helicopter parents , which Howe describes as a parenting style of Boomer parents of Millennials. Howe
described Gen Xers instead as "stealth fighter parents", due to the tendency of Gen X parents to let minor
issues go and to not hover over their children in the educational setting, but to intervene forcefully and swiftly
in the event of more serious issues. The rankings were based on a three-year moving average between and
Gen X was also ranked highest among fellow workers for having the strongest work ethic chosen by They
were the first generation to experience the emergence of music videos as teenagers and are sometimes called
the MTV Generation. Punk rock Punk rock or "punk" is a rock music genre developed in the mids in the
United States, United Kingdom, and Australia. While influenced by the s garage rock and other styles of what
is now referred to as "proto-punk" music, punk rock bands were rejecting the perceived excesses of
mainstream s rock created by and largely for Baby Boomers. Punk bands typically produced short or
fast-paced songs, with hard-edged melodies and singing styles, stripped-down instrumentation, and often
political, anti-establishment lyrics. Punk embraces a DIY ethic; many bands self-produce recordings and
distribute them through independent record labels and other informal channels that exemplifies the
entrepreneurial traits the cohort would be credited with. While at first the bands were not Gen Xers
themselves, the fan base for the early bands was increasingly Gen X and it therefore made a significant imprint
on the cohort. As approached and the first Gen Xers were solidly in their teens, punk rock became a major and
highly controversial cultural phenomenon in the United Kingdom. By the influence of punk rock music and
subculture became more pervasive, spreading throughout various countries worldwide. It generally took root
in local scenes that tended to reject affiliation with the mainstream. In the late s punk experienced its second
wave in which acts that were not active during its formative years adopted the style, and Gen Xers were
becoming the creators as well as the consumers. By the early s, faster and more aggressive subgenres such as
hardcore punk e. Minor Threat , street punk e. Subhumans became the predominant modes of punk rock. Gen
X musicians identifying with or inspired by punk often later pursued other musical directions, resulting in a
broad range of spinoffs, giving rise to genres such as post-punk , new wave and later indie pop , alternative
rock , and noise rock. By the s punk rock re-emerged in the mainstream, as punk rock and pop punk bands
such as Green Day , Rancid , The Offspring , and Blink brought the genre widespread popularity. Grunge
Nirvana singer Kurt Cobain pictured here in was called the "voice of Generation X", playing the same role for
this demographic as Bob Dylan played for s youth and that John Lennon played for the baby boomers. Grunge
song lyrics have been called the " In addition to lyrical self-glorification, hip hop was also used as a form of
social protest. According to Rose Tricia, "In rap, relationships between black cultural practice, social and
economic conditions, technology, sexual and racial politics, and the institution policing of the popular terrain
are complex and in constant motion. Even though hip hop was used as a mechanism for different social issues
it was still very complex with issues within the movement itself. Hip hop artists often talked about urban
poverty and the problems of alcohol, drugs, and gangs in their communities. Smith is most known for his
View Askewniverse films, the flagship film being Clerks , which is set in New Jersey circa , and focuses on
two convenience-store clerks in their twenties. Is the American Dream Alive and Well? And as with male
income, the trend is downward". Small businesses and the entrepreneurial spirit that Gen Xers embody have
become one of the most popular institutions in America. As a result, Xers will spark a renaissance of
entrepreneurship in economic life, even as overall confidence in economic institutions declines. Customers,
and their needs and wants including Millennials will become the North Star for an entire new generation of
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entrepreneurs.
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3: The Oldest Millennials Were Born in Are They Even Really Millennials?
You're in the sweet spot of Gen X, Tammie! !! is the explanation on why Gen X was/is the way it is regarding parenting;
my husband and I have had multiple.

Tales for an Accelerated Culture," published in Those born after are considered Generation Z or
post-millennial. In terms of size, Gen X numbers around 50 million, while both the Baby Boomers and the
Millennials each have around 75 million members. Like the Silent Generation, Generation X has been defined
as an "in-between" generation. In terms of social and political power, Generation X is sandwiched between the
Baby Boomers, who came of age during the Vietnam and Reagan eras, and the Millennials of the Obama era.
Gen X clients are busier than Baby Boomers and have less time to spend with their financial advisors. Gen X
clients tend to be more self-directed than Boomer clients. Online reviews matter to 64 percent of Gen X
investors versus 53 percent of Baby Boomers. The use of modern technology-based financial-planning tools is
a key factor for 83 percent of Gen Xers versus 71 percent of Baby Boomers. Additionally, Gen X investors are
much more likely to hold balanced funds, particularly target date funds , reflecting a desire to avoid risk. Many
other Gen Xers are established professionals and entrepreneurs. A study by JP Morgan Asset Management
found that Gen X is on track to become the first generation to be worse off in terms of being prepared for
retirement than their parents. Only 24 percent expect Social Security to be their main source of retirement
income. In contrast, millennials surveyed in the same poll stated that their No. But that average masks large
variations: Of course, members of Gen X have, on average, been saving and investing for fewer years than
Baby Boomers, which explains much of the disparity. However, Goldman cites other factors. Effects of
Market Timing on Generation X On average, Gen X households began working, saving and investing during a
period of lower investment returns than did the Baby Boomers. The cumulative return for the Baby Boomer
would be approximately three times greater, despite the difference of only seven extra years of compounding.
The effects of the ensuing bear markets still weigh heavily on their portfolios. The fact that this generation is
supporting and educating children while also providing care for aging parents. Almost three-quarters of
respondents plan to work after they retire from their official careers. Here are their top preferences: Instead of
living in a retirement community or moving somewhere warm, they also are looking forward to a retirement
that is more physically active and intellectually stimulating. Travel and relaxation are at the top of their
retirement to-do list. Half say exercise will be a big priority and nearly a third see themselves taking on
meaningful volunteer work during their retirement years. Financial Planning for Generation X The potential
for financial duress can be substantial, but steps can be taken to reduce stress, balance budgets and mitigate the
effects of unplanned life events. And because estate settlement can be an emotionally delicate process, doing
this now can allow you and your family to think through how this should be done from a calm, logical
perspective. Get a Comprehensive Financial Plan When you were in your 20s, managing your finances was a
fairly simple matter of getting into good financial habits, such as saving and budgeting. This probably means
that it is time to enlist a professional financial planner or financial advisor who can plug your cash flow,
balance sheet, risk tolerance, investment objectives, time horizon and tax bracket into a sophisticated
financial-planning program. Just be prepared to see some unpleasant numbers at the end, numbers that may
indicate that you will not be able to retire as soon as you hoped. Manage Your Debt If you are thinking about
buying a house, then you will probably be wise to look first at a year fixed-rate mortgage. If your debt load has
become unmanageable, find one of the legitimate debt-management firms that will help you get it under
control. Your kids can contribute to these funds as well as you, and money that you inherit from deceased
parents or other relatives can also be college-funding sources. Get a Picture From Parents Conversations about
money between parents and their children can be awkward, granted. Consult an eldercare attorney for advice if
you need help dealing with managed-care issues and choose a designated sibling to be the point person for
dealing with these matters. Have Returning Children Contribute The pressure of caring for aging parents can
be multiplied by the expense of supporting grown children. It can also provide children with some life lessons
in financial and fiscal responsibility.
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4: Who Is Generation X? Posts for A Lost Generation
To understand Gen X, Viacom surveyed 12, people in 21 countries, collected 1, images through photo-journals, and
hosted a series of intimate dinner discussions and ethnographic interviews in 8 countries.

Same as most here, I was the latchkey kid and the oldest who had lots of responsibility for my sibling early on.
I look at my retirement as impossible. It took me 10 years out of college to begin making middle class money.
Each time I applied for funding to go to school they told me SHE made too much money. I worked two jobs
for years. Taco Bell and White Castle right across from each other. Then I worked my way through office jobs
until I could finally attend school. When I look at long-term assets they talk about credit scores and all I have
on my credit score is student loan debt but guess what? I have cash in the bank and no one seems to care when
my credit score is low to average. The generation before us was largely consisting of narcissists who cared
more about what their yard looked like than their mental health. What you all say is true. We were given
narcissists as parents. They looked at us as insurance for someone to wipe their butt but never someone to
nurture because requests were denied and responsibilities packed on due to their work and church duties. I
hope she saved enough for her own care because I already cared for her mother while she worked too.
Traditional sources including Markert and Coupland originally defined Generation X as Generation Y was
There have been a few sources popping up as of recent that cuts the Gen X dates in half in order to beef up
numbers for the millennials and the boomers. The key to a great life is to forget who has wronged you and
focus on the people that are positive and honest. I graduated from university and did not get the job I wanted
right out of the gate. I had a job that was not ideal but I know that it get me closer to where I want to go.
Success is a journey and you have to decide what is right for you and not live up to ideals. There are limits,
trade-offs, and you cannot have everything you want. My parents were technically Silents but the heck if they
did not try to be Boomers. The smell of weed wafting into my bedroom late at night when they had friends
over, falling asleep to the sounds of guitars. Ran into the Grey Ceiling as a new grad, could not relate to the
Boomer - Yuppie thing, ended up not getting married until the mid 90s, first home purchase late 90s on the
eve of the Dot Bomb. Thanks for your candor regarding your life and those things which make Gen X
extremely resentful of the Boomers. My story is just like yours: When I was growing up, I was the older
latch-key sibling providing free child care to my younger brother without thanks or even acknowledgment of
how difficult that job was i. Again, there was no "thanks for doing your part, etc. Slave labor at its best, I
guess. In college, I earned two B. So, what do I do? Just when I think things are going my way, I get fired in
the most vile way false allegations of child abuse by my Boomer boss because I blew the whistle on her illegal
discriminatory policies concerning double standards for male and female employees. Yet, she constantly
complains and frets over having enough money. And here I am, unemployed for 2. We have done so much, for
so long, with so little, we are now qualified to do anything with nothing. Sarcastic rant over and out. I try so
hard to help everyone I come into contact with. I do get upset sometimes because the baby boomers will say,
"I pay your salary" and "why should you get paid for helping me? Did you ever work for free? I do agree with
previous postings about the older baby boomers sucking the system dry. The medical field is spending a
fortune to keep people alive past what a normal life span allows. What a waste of resources. When it is truly
my time, let me die! I was born Working is part of life. Um, going to work from 9 am-5 p. Your definition of
"hard work" and my definition are worlds apart. So come see me. It was safe, secure and you had tenure? So I
took a risk and started my own business. I should magically make money Oh, yeah. I remember, your
generation did magically make money. I should always have the weekend off Oh, yeah. You always had the
weekend off. Yes, I do think you are out of touch and self-centered. You have student loans? How did that
happen? I thought you had a scholarship. I started school at a time when scholarships were limited to covering
only certain things. They would not cover living expenses. And my scholarship only lasted for two years and
was for a set amount of money. I earned my scholarship, by the way. I realize that grandma and grandpa
helped you through college and paid for your education. But, you did not help me. When I turned 17 and went
to college, you dropped me off at the university and let me fend for myself. When I called, saying I did not
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know how to pay for tuition, you told me to take out loans and that you would pay them one of many lies to
come -- you have never helped me financially. I did not understand loans, or that it would haunt me to this
day. I was on my own. So I figured it out. I learned for the first time what it was like to go hungry. I actually
did walk miles in the snow during college to buy my food. By myself, as a female. I "figured" it out. You did
not help me. You have also never gone hungry. My Dad does not my mom is deceased. My grandparents
understand working six or seven days a week. Baby Boomer Dad does not. I have no patience for boomer Dad
or any boomer lecturing me on "working hard". I work hard every day to prevent that. I also know you have
never had this experience. When you divorced, your parents helped pay for the divorce, helped you buy food,
and later bought you your first house after the divorce. They just gave it to you. When I lost my husband to a
horrible disease, neither you nor mom helped me at all. I sold our house, rented a place in scary neighborhood
on my own you told me I needed to do what I needed to do! I had zero help from my parents or anyone else.
Grandma and grandpa came to visit me and see my first house. It took you almost a year to come see it. I keep
in touch, and have never done anything to cause a rift between us. The fact is, you are lazy. It lowers my food
bill and is another way to control expenses. My grandparents believe that it is the Christian thing to do to
accept people of all walks of life. Gays, immigrants, other races, etc. My boomer Dad either hates them for
being a parasite on society or thinks it makes him cool for supporting their movement. Everyone else ought to
also completely ignoring circumstance -- another sign of laziness. And regarding gay people. And if around
certain people, will easily slip back into hating the gays. But never around me.
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5: Generation X (Gen X) Definition | Investopedia
If you're not sure, you're not alone, but the Pew Research Center is offering a way to figure it out. "Anyone born between
and (ages in ) will be considered a Millennial.

Are You There, God? My name is Jennifer. Did you know we were originally called Baby Busters? That was
before older generations referred to us as slackers! Read on to learn more about the 13th Generation of
Americans born between and Who Is Generation X? There are nearly 2, posts on this blog. If you are looking
for information about Generation X you have come to the right place. Generation X, by broadest definition,
includes those individuals born between the early s and the early s. The collective persona of Gen Xers is
frequently debated and discussed among academics and marketing experts worldwide. Today, there are well
over 50 million members of Generation X. We are sometimes referred to as Baby Busters because our birth
years follow the baby boom that began after World War II. That boom began to decline in and was further
hastened by FDA approval of oral contraceptives in Please read A Nameless, Unlucky Generation. What
Years Are Generation X? The years for Generation X vary among historians, government agencies and
marketing firms. I pretty much stick to to Neil Howe and the late William Strauss defined the generation in
the broadest terms I have come across: They wrote this book, 13th Gen: Abort, Retry, Ignore, Fail? Another
federal agency, the U. Department of Defense, sets the parameters at to Primarily, generations stem from
shared experiences. Depending on your birth order, the area of the country where you grew up and other
influences, you may identify with one generation more than another. That is perfectly fine. All of this is
subjective. The entire body of individuals born and living at about the same timeâ€¦ The term of years, roughly
30 among human beings, accepted as the average period between the birth of parents and the birth of their
offspring. A group of individuals, most of whom are the same approximate age, having similar ideas,
problems, attitudes, etc. Compare Beat Generation, Lost Generation, etc. A group of individuals belonging to
a specific category at the same timeâ€¦ Ultimately, opinions vary on when generations begin and end. You
must decide for yourself where you belong. In my opinion, people should claim the generation whose
collective persona most reflects their own life experiences. The age range for Generation X as of is 35 to 55
my broadest definition. In , the first Gen-Xer turned 50 years old and the youngest turned According to
Douglas Coupland, author of Generation X: Tales of an Accelerated Culture, Generation X was born during
the single most anti-child phase in American history. In the early s, the birth control pill became widely
available, and in , abortion was legalized. Generation X is sandwiched between them with 46 million. This is
expertly challenged, however, by the Census, which puts the total U. The following numbers are for everyone
over These individuals collectively represent So, why do we hear that Generation X is so small when the
numbers tell a different story? Characteristics of Generation X When it comes to generations, characteristics
and traits are often referred to as the collective persona. Not everyone buys into generational theory and some
accuse historians, marketers and social scientists of stereotyping people. I am not one of these people. That
history began in A brief overview of the framework, however, may inspire you to check their book out of
your local library. Basically, the historians maintain that generations fall into one of four archetypes and occur
in one of four cycles that go on repeating themselves. The archetypes are prophet, nomad, hero, artist and the
cycles are high, awakening, unraveling and crisis. Others may see it differently. With that, here are some of
the stereotypical traits of Generation X. Keep in mind, much of this persona was fleshed out in the and 90s.
The archetype of loner emerged. In reality, members, especially young men, were disenfranchised by a loss of
familial support and later technology. In adulthood, the introspective, disconnected Gen-Xer has re-engaged
through social media. In fact, the narratives are strikingly similar. Many Gen-Xers distrust authority and large
institutions including corporations, religious institutions and the government.
6: Generation X - Wikipedia
22 Signs You're Stuck Between Gen X And Millennials. You're not Gen X, but you're not Gen Y
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www.enganchecubano.com's what it's like being caught in between two generations.

7: Generation X | HuffPost
What is 'Generation X (Gen X)' Generation X, which is sometimes shortened to Gen X, is the name given to the
generation of Americans born between the mids and the earlys. The exact years.

8: Gen X Today: My life. My way. Full Documentary on Vimeo
That finding is backed up by research by Nielsen, which revealed that Gen X is the most connected generation. Nielsen
found that Gen Xers use social media 40 minutes more each week than millennials.
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